
Reception and Nursery Home Learning Bank- 

Summer Term 1- Weeks1/2 

 

Hi everyone, we hope you are all well and keeping safe. Thank 

you for everything you are doing so far. We have changed the 

format of home learning slightly and have created a bank of 

ideas that link to our curriculum that you may dip in and out of 

when necessary and convenient. We do have a focus on ‘spring’ 

for this term. Just carry on with what you’re doing and most 

importantly enjoy the time you have together :) 

 

 

 

Maths- 

 

Smack it- This is a number recognition game. Draw numbers on sticky notes or sheets 

of paper and roll a dice (If you don't have one there are number generators online) Use 

your hands or a spatula and smack the number that gets rolled on the dice. You could 

roll the dice twice and add the numbers together to find the number you need to 

‘smack.’ 

 

Counting with straws and pom poms- Have little pots and number them or place a 

number in front of them. Get children to place the correct amount of pom poms in the 

containers by using a straw to suck them into the pots! If you don’t have pom poms you 

could cut up little squares of paper and use the straws on these. 

 

 

 

 

 



Exercising Maths-  

You can incorporate maths into exercise. Use these cards to play a workout game. Place 

the cards face down in two piles (numbers and exercise moves) Pick up a number card 

and an exercise move and you need to do the exercise move as many times as the 

number card states or if it’s a move such as jogging, then jog for the amount of time 

the card says. You could add some background music to make it more fun! 

Number cards-https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/T-N-014-Digit-Cards-0-20?sign_in=1 

Exercise cards- https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-m-501--pe-physical-action-cards 

 

 

 

 

 

Shape pictures- Cut out different shapes for children and see what pictures 

they can create using the shapes 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/T-N-014-Digit-Cards-0-20?sign_in=1
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-m-501--pe-physical-action-cards


Estimation Station- 

 

 

Children often enjoy guessing, "How many are in the jar?" and then counting to 

see who is right. They get excited by big numbers! 

 

Adults could provide a clear plastic jar with a number of things in it and change 

these daily. Filling a big jar with really small things will give children the 

experience of what large numbers look like. 

 

 

The Activity 

Children guess how many things are in the jar, then count to find out. Older 

children can record their guesses on post-it notes and then put these in order 

to discuss which estimates were closest. 

 

Encouraging mathematical thinking and reasoning: 

 

Describing 

What do you notice? 

How many can you see? 

How do these pine cones compare with yesterday’s beads? 

 

Reasoning 

How many do you think there are? Why do you think that? 

Will it be more or less than 20? A lot more/less? Or a little more/less? 

Will it be between 15 and 20? A little or a lot more than this? Or less than this? 

How many can you see? How many do you think are hidden? 

Was your guess more or less than the actual count? 

Was your guess very close/way out? Why do you think that was? 

Can you put the estimates in order on the board/washing line? 

Were most people close or far out? 

 

Opening Out 

Are there more or less than yesterday? Why do you think that? 

What if we fill it up again, but with the little bears? 

How many do you think will fit in the tall jar/the matchbox/the crate? Is there 

a quicker way to count? 

 

Recording 

 



Can you write your estimate on a post-it note? Can you see your number on the 

number track? What numbers can you see that people have written? 

Were a lot of people very close/way out? 

 

 

The Mathematical Journey 

 

Counting and cardinality: 

• estimating amounts as numbers 

• counting amounts above 10 

• comparing numbers, more/less/fewer 

• ordering numbers 

• comparing amounts to a range of numbers, e.g. 15 to 20 or 25 to 30 

 

Matching numerals and amounts: 

• writing and reading numerals as estimates 

 

Measures: 

• using language: bigger, smaller, full, fuller, empty, emptier 

• predicting and explaining that the smaller the object the less space they take 

up – "The little bears are smaller so it will be a big number" 

• generalising – "If you have little things you get more" 

 

 

Development and Variation   

• Use natural objects (like pebbles, shells, pine cones and conkers) or small toys, 

coins, buttons, keys or cotton wool balls. 

 



• Choose the size of objects to provide the number range you want children to 

work with. 

• Vary the scale of container and objects e.g. use crates of bricks outdoors. 

• Use assorted items which come in different sizes, such as shells or conkers, 

which will be harder to estimate but will provoke discussion. 

• Two children can record everyone’s guesses on a clipboard, and then count the 

items in the jar. 

• Children can record their estimate by putting a peg on a number ‘washing line’. 

• Set up a Filling Station: fill several identical containers (e.g. matchboxes, 

yoghurt pots, fish bowls) with different kinds of items or fill different 

containers (e.g. one tall and narrow, one short and wide) with the same things. 

• Weighing with balances: guess how many objects it will take to balance the 

teddy bear. What about two teddy bears? 

  

 

 

 

Box Game-  

 

Children often enjoy visualising how many toys are hidden in a box. 

 

Adults could start by using three large toys and a giant box with a group of 

young children. Then use bigger numbers or miniature toys with smaller groups 

or individuals. 

 

 

The Activity 

Put toys one at a time into the box, so children cannot see them inside, counting 

all together. Ask: "Can you show on your fingers how many are hidden?" Display a 

large numeral. 

Add one to the box, without showing the objects inside, and ask children to 

show on their fingers, "How many are there now?". Then show how many are 

inside the box and count to check. 

 

Encouraging mathematical thinking and reasoning: 

 

Describing 

How many were there at the start? 

How many are there now? 

 

 



Reasoning 

How do you know? 

How did you work it out? 

 

Opening Out 

What if we add two more? 

What if we take one out? Two out? 

Imagine there are 10 in there and I take out 6 – how would you know how many 

were left? 

 

Recording 

Can you show how many there were? 

Can you show how many there are now? 

Can you show how many there were and what happened? 

 

 

The Mathematical Journey 

 

Counting and cardinality: 

• saying numbers in the right order 

• saying one number for each object 

• saying how many there are by showing ‘finger numbers’, by counting fingers, 

and instantly (without counting) 

 

Matching numerals and amounts: 

• selecting numerals to match the starting and finishing numbers 

 

Adding: 

• predicting adding one to a number (or two) 

• modelling on fingers 

• counting all e.g. putting up four, then two more, then counting from one 

through to six 

• counting on, starting from the first number – "Four, five, six" 

• visualising or counting mentally, e.g. nodding at hidden objects or saying "I 

went four, five, six" 

• using number facts – "Because there were three and you put one more", "I 

know two and two is four" 

 

Subtracting: 

• predicting taking one from a number (or two) 

 



• modelling on fingers 

• counting all, then how many are left – putting up six, putting down two, 

counting the four still up 

• visualising or counting backwards mentally – "I went six, five, four so there are 

four" 

 

 

Development and Variation 

Increase numbers to start, to add and take away: 

• Repeatedly add one to the previous number. 

• Repeatedly subtract one from the previous number. 

• Vary the starting number, but just add one each time (or two). 

• Keep one starting number and subtract varying amounts to build number fact 

knowledge. 

• Repeatedly add two or subtract two from a starting number. 

 

Children can choose how many to add or take away. 

 

Vary the context: use pennies in a pot, children behind a screen, dinosaurs in a 

cave. Model with fingers, Numicon, large number line, ‘staircase’ of cubes or 

other resources. 

 

 

 

 

Communication/language and literacy  

 

 

Spring related books. Take time out to read a book with your child. Here 

is a selection of text and links to electronic stories. 

 

The very hungry caterpillar by Eric Carle 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=75NQK-Sm1YY&t=170s 

 

 

 

The Bad tempered ladybird by Eric Carle 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZZJVP4m6OTM 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=75NQK-Sm1YY&t=170s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZZJVP4m6OTM


The Tiny seed. By Eric Carle 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ls6wTeT2cKA&t=33s 

 

 

A squash and a squeeze By Julia Donaldson 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PkdX73Onf04 

 

When will it be Spring By Catherine Walters  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rqyVSlwE4nw 

 

Jaspers Beanstalk By Nick Butterworth and Mick Inkpen 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jemrWJX7xJo 

 

Oliver’s Vegetables By Vivian French 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BTYoaJY7k-Q 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Make a phonic basket 

 

Have a selection of baskets/containers  

Look around your home and find objects with the same sounds, for example of c sounds 

in one basket. 

See how many objects you can find for different sounds. 

 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ls6wTeT2cKA&t=33s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PkdX73Onf04
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rqyVSlwE4nw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jemrWJX7xJo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BTYoaJY7k-Q


 

Spring Art Activities  

 

Make a pebble insect - Can you make different insects and make up your own creative 

story? 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



Yogurt pot frogs - You could make 5 frogs and make your own props for 5 little 

speckled frogs  

 

 

 

Butterfly making - Think of all the different ways 

that you could make a butterfly! 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Cress heads / grass heads 

 

 

 

Resources  

 

● Potting soil 

● Old tights 

● Grass seed 

● Miscellaneous craft supplies 

● Craft glue or glue gun 

Cut the tights to the size that you want. 

Tie one end into a knot.  

 



Fill the bottom with approx 2 / 3 spoons of grass seeds 

Fill the rest of the tights with soil. 

Decorate your grass person and water.  

Leave in sunlight and watch what happens! 

 

Observing spring. 

What is Spring?  

Take a look outside in the garden or through a                   

window. 

Observe the changes in the environment? 

What is happening to the plants and flowers? 

What do flowers need to help them grow? 

 



Can you look after a flower from a seed? Record                   

what happens over time. 

Can you do an observational painting/drawing of a               

flower/plant?  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 


